Exercise 12.02: Inspection Exercise Part 2

During this part of the inspection you will complete the following tasks:

- Summarize the intention of the class and how it might be used in a larger project
- Inspect the source code for any problems
- Answer questions about FindBugs notifications
- Answer questions about code coverage

The classes in src2/ and test/ come from JFreeChart, a third party library for creating charts like Bar Charts and Pie Charts (think charts you can make in Excel).

This part of the exercise spans TWO pages, complete all of them in the order provided.

Line numbers will be helpful in completing this exercise. If your Eclipse is not set for line numbers, complete the following steps: Window > Preferences > General > Editors > Text Editors. Check the line numbers box (4th one).

Your username (sesmith5@ncsu.edu) will be recorded when you submit this form. Not sesmith5? Sign out

* Required

Submit the names of all persons on your inspection team and their roles. *

Include the name of the scribe that is submitting the form.
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